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by Susan DeLeon and 
Anthony Postman

Thievery. Larceny. Robbery. Corporations steal the profits and 
assets of their clients, pooling wealth to the benefit of only a precious 
few. Sound like the nightly newscast? Not AIG here – we’re describing 
the now notorious model of the reggae industry’s relationship between 
the record labels and the artists they’ve helped to expose. 

The pattern was established in the ‘70s. Producers would take 
artists to the studio, record and produce the music, then cut a deal with 
the labels to distribute. Whether or not the artists got paid is another 
question… Reggae labels have traditionally paid much lower royalties 
than those bestowed upon rock and pop. These practices continue in 
varying degrees to the present day – only now, we the music buyers (or 
more specifically – the non-buyers and pirate-sellers) may be complicit!

2008 saw 17 million fewer people buying CDs than in 2007. As 
well as recession-induced reductions in entertainment spending, the 
music-buying public has many reasons to fawn at what formerly may 
have been, but what is now, a music buyer and collector – and music 
pirate’s – dream come true.

For one, downloads give us the ability to get only the songs 
we want, versus an entire album, and obviously too, the ability to 
download more-or-less immediately and listen, incurring a fee for 
those purchasing – versus pirating – the music. 

One independent company is revolutionizing the acquisition and 
distribution of reggae music. ZoJak World Wide specializes in digital-
only distribution. ZoJak links artists, producers and labels with online 
retailers, such as iTunes, Wal-Mart, Amazon, Rhapsody/Verizon, 
Napster/AT&T Wireless, eMusic, Juno and others worldwide. Since 
late 2007, Zojak has contracted with over 150 artists, producers and 
labels aiding in the distribution of the music to the masses, via the 
Internet. ZoJak’s licensure agreements with digital retailers help insure 
the artists get paid. 

World music fans, try www.mp3.mondomix.com for fair trade 
music downloads, where money from every download goes directly 
to artists from the earth’s four corners. 

Streaming sites like Pandora and imeem also give listeners endless 
genre-specific choices, but also add to the decline in music buying. As 
with the radio, consumers can stream the music without ever having 
to open their wallet to directly pay artists, producers or labels for their 
work. These sites also allow avid listeners the creation of dynamic 
favorites lists which further tailor streams to fit listener tastes. The 
opportunity to explore new musical waters without commitment is truly 
stepping into the 21st century!

The Digital Revolution
$$$UPPORT!
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By nature, revenue from streaming couldn’t be based on record/
singles sales, but instead would be spin-based (and most likely be 
administered through the existing copyright-upholding performance-
rights organizations ASCAP, BMI or SESAC), and of course, pulled in 
through the all-important sales of advertising.

The newest wave combines social/viral networking with tailored-to-fit 
music listening. Now with sites like iLike, we not only listen, we then share 
our favorite songs and artists with friends, track artist tour dates, directly 
push the content to our social networking sites and channels (such as 
Facebook, Orkut and Ask.com), all the while generating more suggestions 
for show dates to catch and new sounds we might really enjoy.

…And of course, there’s the ol’ MySpace.com, which has allowed 
artists to directly reach fans like never before…

Now fans can take part as producers in varying projects, where an 
advance buy-in could willfully oblige the artist to provide “VIP access 
and exclusive perks.”  Check www.microfundo.mymondomix.com, 
leading the way with a most progressive micro-lending financing model 
that puts fans in the driver’s seat, allowing them (for a price) to perhaps 
request a song for the recording or (slightly huger price) for the fan’s 
life-story to be recreated, in the form of a five-song EP… The age of 
fan-to-artist production and collaboration is here!

On the near and present horizon, smart-phone applications may 
be poised to strike riches. Recently, Pandora’s app reached the 4 
million download mark, with AOL’s Radio close behind at 3.6 million. 
Clear Channel’s iHeartRadio just passed the million mark.  

If it’s the songs you want (to own), you’ll probably have to go to 
online outlets: iTunes, Amazon, eMusic or the like, as this revolution 
has closed most brick-and-mortar record stores.

The most pertinent issue regarding the digitization of music (and 
all media, be it print, picture, movie/video or audio in any form) is 
that of piracy. Piracy by “Uncle S.A.M. and Uncle T.O.M.  S-A-M is 
a ‘Stealer Of Music.’ T-O-M is a ‘Theiver Of Music,’” (as Steel Pulse’s 
David Hinds woulda say, from the song “Roller Skates”). Like so many 
Somali pirates, music hijackers pull the precious artist-bound royalties 
into their own dark and cavernous holds, awaiting untold riches from 
the blood, sweat and toil of those they are robbing. 

ZoJak co-founder Aaron Mahlfeldt estimates the number of illegal 
tracks downloaded in the tens of millions per year. Artists are frequently 
shocked seeing their music sold illegally by unauthorized companies, 
sometimes even by “reputable” labels. 

The dawn of this digital revolution may be breaking, as companies 
like ZoJak World Wide, Calabash Music and Microfundo bring an 
artist/client-first mentality and modus operandi, helping to create an 
honest new standard. Artists, producers and labels can experience 
a new sense of assured surprise to now see monthly royalty reports 
coming their way – and most importantly still – that hard-earned 
payment for the musical food that we fans have wholeheartedly and 
unabashedly eaten up.   
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